Case Study - 2020UK028

RECOVERING CASING FROM SQUEEZING FORMATION

Ardyne's Toolbox approach creates 62m window for open hole sidetrack, saving 14 days planned rig time

THE OBJECTIVE
Recover 9 7/8" casing - for open hole sidetrack preventing the requirement to carry out the
planned 4x milling trips per clients AFE based on offset wells.

THE CHALLENGES
The first challenge was performing a precision cut on the 9 7/8" casing inside the 13 3/8" shoe,
ensuring the integrity of the outer casing. Another complexity to the operation was the high
hole angle of 58 degrees along with heavy casing string due to deep recovery depth and heavy
wall P-110 casing (66.9 lbs per foot). Furthermore logs indicate stuck casing due to squeezing
Jorsalfare shale formation - more detail on page 2.

Long string recovered
with TRIDENT Precision
Cutting System

THE TITAN® OPERATION

1. Bridge plug set by TRIDENT @ 3,320m

6. TITAN was deployed and performed three
high-quality cuts in a single trip. The casing
was jacked in an attempt to free prior to and
after each cut

2. First cut completed at 3,305m in open
hole squeezing Jorsalfare shale formation

4. Packer set,
circulation
achieved

3. Followed by precision cut (not damaging
the host casing) completed @ 3,168m

5. 3,168m of
casing recovered

4. Set packer - good circulation achieved
5. Pull out of hole, reset anchor at hanger
and recover 3,168m of 9 7/8" P-110
casing
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THE TRIDENT® OPERATION

3. TRIDENT
Cut 2 @
3,168m
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7. The 9 7/8" was jacked free after cut #3 from
3,186m down to 3,219m - with 6 jacks at
653,000 lbs and POOH to surface

8. The TITAN System was then redeployed to
jack casing free from 3,219m to 3,245m
- due to the squeezing Jorsalfare shale
formation the system required activation
19 times in order to jack the final section of
casing free with a max of 800,000 lbs and
POOH to surface

Click here to learn more about
Ardyne's Precision Cutting Operation

2. TRIDENT Cut 1 @ 3,305m
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THE TECHNICAL DETAILS

Logs from 3,150m down to 3,250m showing 9 7/8" casing in open hole encased in squeezing shale formation

TRIDENT
Cut #2
3,168m

13 3/8" Shoe
3,183m

17 1/2" Rathole
3,193m

TITAN Cut #3
3,219m

51m (4 joints) - recovered after 6x jacks with DHPT (5.5m), then pulled with rig

TITAN Cut #2
3,245m

26m (2 joints) - recovered after 19 jacks with
DHPT (17m), then pulled with rig

62m window for open-hole sidetrack

Mud behind 9 7/8" to 3,919m

Casing with 83% coverage of
squeezing formation, similar to
'good cement'

LR Log Interpretation Report
It can be seen that at each casing collar there is an increase in attenuation across all measurements. This is a normal affect of the change
in thickness of the casing.
Very low attenuation is observed across all segments (except the second segment (under 13 3/8" shoe), probably anomalous/bad channel) down to
the 17 ½ rat hole.
For approximately 5m below the 17 ½” to 12 ¼” hole size change there is high attenuation across all segments. This remains high over most
segments except for one segment which exhibits a response consistent with a weak material behind the casing (e.g. mud). Without orientation data it
is not possible to draw a conclusion as to what could be causing this response. This response is constant through the remainder of the section.
The high attenuation in the shear arrival is consistent with high strength solids behind the casing. This is not consistent with, and hence unlikely to be,
packed barite or other debris. The fact that TTOC is approximately 2,500m below the section rules out the likelihood of quality cement at this depth.
The only conclusion is that the attenuation is associated with squeeze from the formation with strength similar to good quality cement covering 5 out
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details MD and TITAN cut #3 at 3,219m.
of 6 segments, or 83.3% coverage over ~57m of log, taking
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location
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